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"THE REMEDY IS NOT APOLOGIES AND HUGS,
BUT RECOGNITION AND RESTITUTION"
-Arthur Manuel,
author of 'The Reconciliation Manifesto: Recovering
the Land, Rebuilding the Economy

THE EXPO LINE,

When we speak of whose
on which our story takes place, runs
land we are on, we speak of
directly through the sacred and stolen land
it in the present tense. As
of the Musqueam, Squamish, TseilWaututh, Katzie, and Kwikwetlem Peoples.
Ta7talíya Michelle Nahanee,
a Squamish educator, has
said: "It is a tool of colonialism to keep us in the past".
I'd like to be specific about whose land we are currently on
because the land and the structures built on it, are integral to

this play. The first Expo Line station on Main Street opened
in 1985 which, for the sake of perspective, was a mere three
years after Indigenous Rights were officially recognized in
section 35 of the Canadian Constitution (although these
rights were never technically defined in the document).
Land development is often a tool used to displace
communities. We've seen this happen with Hogan's Alley, on
the DTES, and studies have shown that rapid transit
developments raise housing costs disproportionately in
nearby neighbourhoods and force lower-income residents
out.
This is not to say that all development is bad. This is simply
to urge you next time you ride the SkyTrain to consider the
fact that this land we (settlers) occupy, is not ours. To send
your love to the Earth we have, and your grief to the Earth
we have demolished in the name of colonialism.
I'll leave you with these words from the late Harold R.
Johnson, renowned Cree author and lawyer:
"I'd like to see an acknowledgement of the shared Earth...I
belong here. I don't own the land. It owns me"

- Shelby Satterthwaite, playwright

"One hundred & forty-eight thousand people
take the Expo Line every day. Meet six of them."
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Fancy Garbage
Much like Devin's
exhibition, over 95% of
the materials used in this
production's design are
found objects, rescued
from a landfill and
repurposed for art!

DIRECTOR'S NOTE
Some say you’re not a real New Yorker unless you’ve witnessed a pizzaeating rat on the subway. If that’s true, I contend that you’re not a true
Vancouverite until you’ve spotted an acquaintance across the SkyTrain,
strategically avoided eye contact, and mutually chosen window seats facing
opposite directions so as to avoid the inconvenience of intimacy. We’re a
“lonely city,” with fewer and fewer non-transactional spaces we can be
thrown together with strangers and expected not to notice each other.
There’s something sacred and pensive about a solitary SkyTrain ride, despite
the constant rumbling that betraying the magnets beneath us that push and
pull us towards our varied destinations. Unlike other forms of
transportation, we always know what to expect. The commute from point A
to B always takes the length of podcast C. This window seat always arrives
closest to the escalator. Even if I rest my eyes for the next five stops, I’ll
always arrive at the terminus station.
A different version of this play was set to premiere in March 2020. Since
then, new considerations and anxieties have altered our relationship to
public space. How close is too close? Can I pick up what you’ve dropped? An
offered smile lives only in the eyes.
Lately, I’ve found myself more inclined to stop and chat with folks I run into
that I haven’t seen since “before.” Sometimes I worry they’ve forgotten me,
their names slow to float to the surface of my own soupy consciousness. It’s
vulnerable and a bit ridiculous to say “You! I recognize you. Let’s keep
knowing each other.” But so far, so good: people have been into being
noticed.
At its heart, this show is about the moments we choose to turn towards
each other rather than inward and away. The moments we move our bag to
offer a seat, ask the dangling question, or reach for the same pole to steady
ourselves for what’s ahead. It’s about the moments we stop to consider that
all the lives densely packed in this self-driven tube hurtling through the
mountains are as luscious, confounding, hopeful, and hurting as our own.
Thank you for supporting live theatre and for choosing to spend your time
in this box with us today. It’s okay if you don't know where you’re going
next.

- Carly Pokoradi, director

PLAYWRIGHT'S NOTE
Light Rapid Transit began four years ago and I’ve told the story of
‘how’ many times, but it’s nice and sweet and short so I’ll tell it
again:
A stranger at the Bridgeport SkyTrain station, around midnight,
handed me a bouquet of flowers and asked that I share it with
anyone else I crossed paths with on my way home. So I did.
To this day I’m not sure why our (very brief) exchange moved me
the way it did, but I think it has something to do with the fact
that I had a lot of love sitting dormant in me at the time and I felt
that I had nowhere to put it. So it was that night, on the escalator
down to the bus loop, that I decided to put my love into
strangers. There is something very sacred and special about
strangers in a shared space, experiencing the same time in their
own private worlds. Making assumptions and passing judgements
and politely smiling and watching. That’s what theatre is, isn’t it?
So, four years ago, I’d spend my commutes to and from
rehearsals speculating on the lives of other passengers. Where
are they going? What are they listening to? Who are they
thinking about? I saw, for the most part, the same people every
morning. I often wondered if they saw me and what would
happen if I introduced myself. I wrote vague notes theorizing
about their lives, their loves, and their circumstances, and
eventually those notes evolved into Light Rapid Transit. My hope
is that you, sitting in the audience with unfamiliar faces, leave
feeling (whether you liked it or not) that you’ve all shared
something. And while you exit, hopefully thinking about what you
saw, I’ll be thinking of you. And wishing you a safe commute
home.
- Shelby Satterthwaite, playwright

MEET THE TEAM
Amelia Brooker | THEO
Amelia Brooker (she/they) is an aspiring
playwright and theatre lover, currently
pursuing a Bachelor of Arts at UBC. Previous
works include Shared Space (Festival Dionysia
2022), Love Letters (Festival Dionysia 2020),
and To Dream or Not to Dream (Goodwill
Shakespeare Festival 2019). After participating
in the workshop for Light Rapid Transit last
fall, they are thrilled to be on the performance
side of this show! They would like to thank
Coffeehouse Theatre Society and everyone
involved in this production for their consistent
support.
Amy Bell | Stage Manager
Amy (she/her) is currently studying Stagecraft
at Douglas College with a focus in Stage
Management. She is very excited to Stage
Manage for Light Rapid Transit and continue
on her journey as an up and coming
Production Stage Manager! A few theatre
credits include: SM – Nowheresville, BC
(Pacific Theatre), ASM – Love/Sick (Douglas
College), ASM – Youthless (Place des Arts) and
ASM - Love and Information (UVic Phoenix
Theatre). Amy is very excited to be working
with such an amazing cast and crew! Enjoy the
show!
Benjamin Pilger | Lighting Designer
Benjamin Pilger is an interdisciplinary artist
and educator based out of New Westminster
on ancestral Qayqayt (qiqéyt) land. With his
co-curator Mishel, Ben runs the Apt Pop-Up
Gallery, a local gallery space for emerging and
established artists. He is so excited to lend his
lighting design to Light Rapid Transit and see
this project shared with the people. You can
find more of his work at the Apt Pop-Up
gallery.

Bruce Hill | STEVE
Some of Bruce’s past productions are Diary of
Anne Frank (Mr Van Daan), Normal Heart
(Mickey Marcus), A Streetcar Named Desire
(Mitch). He has also done TV and films. Bruce
is excited to be part of a new play by a local
playwright.

Camryn Chew | Co-Producer
Camryn (they/she) is an emerging artist and
educator living and working on the unceded
lands of the Sc̓ əwaθən Məsteyəxʷ
(Tsawwassen), xʷməθkwəy̓ əm (Musqueam),
Skwxwú7mesh (Squamish), and Səl̓ ílwətaɬ
(Tsleil-Waututh) Nations. Their practice is
focused on process, flexibility, equity, and
sustainability. They are a 2020 graduate of
Capilano University's Acting for Stage and
Screen program. Camryn will be furthering
their teaching and artistic practice in Summer
2022 with Bard on the Beach as part of the
Riotous Youth internship.
Carly Pokoradi | Director
Carly is a collaborative multidisciplinary artist,
clown, and scrap collector who trusts her
goosebumps. An uninvited guest on unceded
Coast Salish lands, Carly is honoured to be
directing this interstitial journey through the
paradoxical place she calls home. She has
worked with Theatre Replacement, Caravan
Farm Theatre, and The Chop, and has toured
the Canadian Fringe Circuit. Carly is an artistic
associate with Monster Theatre, an improviser
with Blind Tiger Comedy, a Jessie nominee,
and a graduate of Studio 58. Currently, she is
studying to become an ASL-English
interpreter. In her spare time, she sews
poorly, sleeps deeply, and laughs loudly.

Hunter Golden | TROY
Hunter is thrilled to be back up on stage in his
first theatrical show since graduating Capilano
University, and is grateful for the chance
Coffeehouse Theatre gave him to play a
character that he hopes his Mom doesn’t see
too many parallels between himself in real life
and himself on stage.

Jessica Lynn Wong | ANNA
Jessica (she/her) is a Hong Kong born actor,
currently living on the traditional, ancestral
and unceded territory of the xʷməθkʷəy̓ əm
(Musqueam), Semiahmoo, Stó:lō and sc̓ əwaθən
məsteyəxʷ (Tsawassen) peoples. Jessica is a
graduate of UBC's Food Nutrition and Health
program with a love for acting. She is so
excited to be a part of this production and
grateful to be onstage again! You may have
seen her in The Here and This and Now
(United Players), Deal with the Devil (BNPR),
bare (ETC) or Heathers (UBC MTT) or heard
her voice in Blood Rage Mode (Fabulist
Theatre).
Kate Chubbs | Co-Producer/Technical Director
Kate is an emerging artist with a focus in stage
management and technical theatre. As a
founding member of Coffeehouse Theatre, she
has been involved in each of its productions
since 2018. In her own artistic practice, Kate is
interested in new works, and old works told in
new ways. She is currently pursuing a BFA in
Performance Production at Toronto
Metropolitan University (recently renamed).
Recent credits at TMU include assistant stage
manager for Edward II, sound designer for
Collections, and assistant stage manager for Head
Over Heels with X Musical Theatre Company.

Miriam Dumitra | Sound Designer
Miriam Dumitra is a queer designer, author,
blacksmith, and playwright completing their
BFA in Theatre at the University of Victoria. As
co-manager of UVic’s Student Alternative
Theatre Company, they are passionate about
theatre driven by diverse young voices.
Selected credits at UVic’s Phoenix Theatre
include The Waste Land (lighting design, 2022),
Dead Man’s Cell Phone (sound design, 2021), and
Love and Information (sound design, 2021).
Selected SATCo credits include Rain Carnation
(playwright, 2021), A Kind of Apocalypse
(lighting design, 2021), and Hey There Mr. Moon
(sound design – radio play, 2020). Their
favourite sea creature is the moon jellyfish.

Nyx Debogorski | DEVIN
Nyx Debogorski came into this world as an
emotional ball of drama, so naturally they
became an actor. They have performed on
stage since they could talk and walk.
Immediately after graduating high school they
moved from Yellowknife to Vancouver to
further their acting education and career. Since
then they've been in indie films, web series and
plays such as The Bitter Tears of Petra Von Kant
as Petra in the Fringe festival of 2018 and the
web series Epic Quest which can be watched on
the Fantasy Network. Acting on stage will
always have a special place in their heart and
they can't wait for you to see their
performance in Light Rapid Transit.

Santana Berryman | Dramaturg
Santana Berryman is a Vancouver-based
theatre artist from Whitehorse, Yukon,
traditional territory of the Kwanlin Dün First
Nation and the Ta’an Kwäch’än Council. A
graduate of Capilano University, Santana is
also a graduate of Playwrights Theatre
Centre’s Block A and Rumble Theatre’s 2020
Director’s Lab. Her work and collaborations
have been featured in festivals across
Canada, including PuSH (Vancouver), Talking
Stick Festival (Vancouver), MT Space’s
IMPACT Festival (Kitchener), Nakai Theatre’s
Homegrown Festival (Whitehorse),
Vancouver Fringe and Vines Art Festival
(Vancouver). She works as a teaching artist
for several companies, including Carousel
Theatre for Young People, Educo Italia, and
Bard on The Beach.

Sarah Zaiter | CHARLOTTE
Born in Toronto, Sarah began acting at the
age of 11 and has since appeared both on stage
and screen. Some of her credits include Peter
& the Starcatcher, In the Heights, Gifted (short
film), and Grunge is Dead. Having studied at
Victoria School of the Arts and at the Citadel
Theatre in their Young Acting Company, she
recently moved to Vancouver from Edmonton
to pursue a career in film. Sarah is elated to
be back in the theatre again.

Shelby Satterthwaite | Playwright/Assistant
Director
Shelby Satterthwaite is an actor, playwright,
and artist living and working on unceded
Skwxwú7mesh (Squamish),
Səl̓ ílwətaʔ/Selilwitulh (Tsleil-Waututh), and
xwməθkwəy̓ əm (Musqueam) Nations. She
began her work in theatre as an actor in 2017;
a few of her selected credits include Margot,
Seven Minutes in Heaven (Eternal Theatre
Collective) and Marlene, The Bitter Tears of
Petra Von Kant (Midtwenties Theatre Society).
It was that same year she began writing diary
entries chronicling people she observed while
commuting to rehearsals. Those entries
evolved into Light Rapid Transit, her first full
length play. She hopes you feel the love,
heartbreak, and motion sickness she felt while
writing it.
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The rEvolver Festival runs
May 25 - June 5.
Visit upintheairtheatre.com
to check out the other
amazing shows!
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